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Definition: a complex protein substance in cells that speeds up chemical reactions

Syllables: 2

First letter: e

Last letter: s

The word is                      .

Definition: sugars and starches are in this category of compounds composed of carbon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen . 

Syllables: 4

First letter: c

Last letter: s

The word is                      .

Answers: nutrients, digestion, enzymes, carbohydrates

Visit www.learningsciences.com/bookresources to download a reproducible version of this figure.

Another activity, list-group-label (Lenski, Wham, & Johns, 1999; Taba, 1967) 
involves brainstorming all words related to a topic before reading as well as adding 
to that list while reading a text. The teacher and students brainstorm words related 
to the topic or students do that in small groups. Students discuss the words, analyze 
them for commonalities, organize the words into groups, and label each as a category. 
As they read, students make note of additional notable words for listing. After read-
ing, the groups discuss everyone’s found words, decide where they fit in the display, 
and add new categories if needed. Groups share and explain their categorization to 
the class. See figure 4.4. 

Topic: Native Americans

With your group members, brainstorm a list of words that come to mind when you think of this topic . 

tepee brave arrow tomahawk longhouse squaw

wigwam beads chief shaman medicine man scalp 

maize corn hunt buffalo nations tribe feathers

peace pipe treaty papoose council wampum



V Is for Vocabulary

In your small group, organize the words that have something in common . Give each category a 
label .

people war/peace homes food religion government trade

squaw bow wigwam maize shaman chief wampum

brave arrow tepee buffalo medicine man council beads

papoose tomahawk longhouse corn tribe

treaty hunt nation

peace pipe

As you read the text, decide whether the categories still make sense or need any adjustment . Add 
new words you find to the list . Add new categories if needed .

In your small group, discuss changes suggested for the list after reading the text . Add everyone’s 
new words to the categories . Add additional categories if they are needed . 

Share your final group lists with the class . Explain the categories you have and justify the words in 
each . 

Figure 4.4: List-group-label.
Visit www.learningsciences.com/bookresources to download a reproducible version of this figure.

Add an artistic flair by having students present an array of topic- or category-specific 
words in a word collage as in figure 4.5. Discussion and teamwork expands on mean-
ings as contributors give rationale for the words they offer to the project.

Figure 4.5: Word collage.


